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Laying the Foundation of Industry 4.0 by Forward-Looking Planning of Innovation

Huafeng’s Haptic—a Selective Additive 3D Coating Technology for Sport Shoes

Thomas W. Schmidt, Li Chuan Lillian Tseng and Christina Rothenhaeusler

13.1 Current Business Model in Sport Shoe Industry

Today the global supply chain for sport shoes operates mainly in a linear business model (Fig. 13.1) with suppliers located all over the world. Traditionally the supply chain is structured in TIER-1, TIER-2 and TIER-3 suppliers. The international sport brands operate mainly as marketing companies within that environment identifying trends, creating designs and selling their shoes either directly or indirectly via retailers. The market demands are transferred to the shoe factories (TIER-1)—mainly OEM manufacturers exclusively linked to one of the sport brands—who do the final development, commercialization and production in close cooperation with the brands. Although the brands also foster links to materials suppliers (TIER-2) or raw material suppliers (TIER-3) usually the link to TIER-1 is clearly dominating the business by exclusive partnerships and long term commitments.

The TIER-1 shoe factories have to coordinate purchasing of multiple materials in full range of colors and color combinations, cutting them to size, stitching the patterns together and finally assembling the shoes by bonding sole and upper together. A typical upper component consists of three to ten different materials supplied by different TIER-2 suppliers. All quantities and delivery times have to be coordinated well meeting ever shorter lead time requirements in shoe manufacturing. This is a task, which can be hardly achieved, according to modern market requirements.
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Fig. 13.1 Communication chains in a linear business environment

In the past and up to now China is playing the strongest role in the supply chain of upper textiles and finished shoes. However, there is market pressure either moving to more advanced and less labor intensive manufacturing technologies or moving out of China into countries with lower labor costs. If Chinese companies want to keep their dominating manufacturing positions and western sports brands want to continue utilizing the advantages of manufacturing in China, new technologies and new business models are needed to adjust to modern market demands. Quality, speed-to-market and flexibility are the new driving forces business has to face to satisfy ever changing consumer needs. Innovation is required!

13.2 Changing the Business Model Preparing for Industry 4.0

Innovation enabling Industry 4.0 is not only needed in technology. First, innovative business models need to be created allowing modern technologies to unfold their full advantages. Huafeng, as a typical Chinese TIER-2 textile supplier to sport shoe industry, has started this transformation by creating a new business model of component manufacturing by their new haptic selective additive 3D coating technology (Schmidt and Fang 2016). Component manufacturing and supply are hence in the innovative direction now. Instead of rolls of textile material ready-to-assemble components are supplied to shoe factories. However, by doing so the supply chain is changing and new communication channels are needed. Materializing the advantages of the new organizational structure, footwear upper component manufacturing allows full accountability on quality, maximum speed-to-market, highest efficiency and easy management of the supply chain for the sports brand. Haptic upper components are now replacing the complicated production process of uppers in traditional TIER-1 factories. The result is a very lean manufacturing process in the new TIER-1 facility. Huafeng as a textile supplier integrated forward into the manufacturing chain by haptic technology. There are still rolls of textile
material, but the materials will already be cut into pieces at the textile supplier for the following haptic application process. By screen printing technology a selective additive 3D multi-layer coating is applied creating the whole upper design of the sport shoe already at the component manufacturer. The same is true for component manufacturing, here the traditional TIER-2 moves somewhere in a position between TIER-1 and TIER-2, with regard to manufacturing, and even more important, somewhere in between sport brand and TIER-1 for developing designs. The lines of communication and the way of cooperation are changed. The whole business merges together in an intensive communication network. No additional materials need to be purchased and added at the TIER-1 factory. Sewing work is minimized to tongue fixation and insertion of lining at the shoe factory. The component manufacturing materializes maximum efficiency when communication between brand and component manufacturer are optimized and new direct links between brand and textile supplier (formerly the TIER-2 position) are build up. Fig. 13.2 summarizes the advantages of the component manufacturing business model.

In fact the business environment is getting prepared for Industry 4.0 needs to change communication channels and the way the supply chain is cooperating. Instead of traditional linear supplier/buyer relationships strong partnerships are required with multiple functionalities sorted in a different non-linear business set-up. Operating systems need to be adjusted to a complex communication between all different supply partners. Upstream supply partners need to have much more detailed information about market demand and requirements. They need to establish direct communication with product design and marketing departments of the brand and need to feel the consumer need as close as the brand. The flexibility of adjusting quickly to ever changing market needs and trends can only be provided by a complex network of communication channels between all involved partners.

Fig. 13.2 Advantages of component manufacturing
The non-linear business model Fig. 13.3 satisfies and captures the consumer markets by a network of communication channels, providing flexibility and resilience at the highest level. Non-linear business models are the base for successful Industry 4.0 operation. Once the business model is defined, the new Industry 4.0 supply chain can be set up with innovative technologies described in the next chapter.

13.3 Changing Technology for Industry 4.0

Digital technology is the obvious need for Industry 4.0 projects. Haptic 3D coatings and component manufacturing have laid a foundation at Huafeng to move to the next level of integration in the supply chain by digital manufacturing. Although today modified manual and automatic screen printing methods are utilized for haptic coatings, the business model allows moving to digital technology easily, when ready in the innovation process. Already at a very early stage of haptic development the innovation strategies were developed how to move to digital manufacturing in future. Today there are several long term innovation projects in Huafeng’s pipeline, which could fulfill Industry 4.0 requirements:

13.3.1 Decorative Digital Printing

Digital printing of textiles is not totally new anymore. However, in the textile supply chain, digital decoration is mainly done on very small quantity batches, either for sample preparation, small quantity manufacturing of special products or for very individual shoes in piece flow one situations. The focus in most applications is the graphic design
of the resulting products. If industry should be changed to Industry 4.0, there is still a huge need to bring digital printing to the next level of customized and flexible mass manufacturing. Technology for high speed inkjet printing is more and more reliable and several machine manufacturers offer solutions today. However, investment in printing machines is not the only issue to be fixed for materializing all the advantages of a digital Industry 4.0 business. The missing link between manufacturers/digital printing companies and brand/consumers seems to be the communication and the logistic channels between them. For a fully developed digital business, new tools for color management, large data transfer, new sales tools, new thinking at the design level and finally very skilled employees are required. For the consumer it has to be convenient to get the industry 4.0 products. Not everybody wants to design his/her shoes totally individual. Most consumers like a huge choice of design options instead of actually designing their own shoe. So it is all about creating online shops for products selection and guiding the consumers in a world of overwhelming design options. At the same time investing into state-of-the-art high speed digital printing machines is required. And finally a strong effort needs to be spended on creating a huge lot of designs options. All these activities need to be connected and synchronized across the non-linear supply chain. Actually the design is getting a more and more dominating role in these business models, where everything can be done quickly and flexible at small quantities. The effort and the cost of design may, in the worst case, end up being higher than that of the actual manufacturing cost.

Huafeng’s Haptic could be one module of digital manufacturing. All haptic components could be manufactured in white color, white base mesh and white haptic coatings providing 3D effects, touch and gloss effects. These white components could be manufactured in more traditional mass production processes and then kept on stock close to consumer markets. Whenever consumers decide on design and color, newly developed digital printing machines, including special picture software and specially developed printing inks, could print the final decoration on top of the white mesh and white haptic coating finalizing the product. Such type of printing machines could be installed anywhere in the world close to consumer markets, but could also run customized mass production in Chinese factory environment.

### 13.3.2 Digital 3D Printing

Today haptic coatings are made by a kind of analog 3D additive manufacturing process, applying screen printing technology. The future generation of haptic coatings could possibly be printed by fully automatic digital 3D printing machines. Once this technology can offer the right materials to replace haptic coatings on shoes, the digital manufacturing of haptic components could be implemented. That would allow all the advantages of digital business models like small batch size flexible manufacturing and individual designs as well. In the same fashion as described above, the matching communication channels and networks need to be build up and designs need to drive the consumer excitement.
For all interconnected digital manufacturing networks two main challenges appear and need to be overcome to materialize Industry 4.0 advantages:

(a) Internet quality and speed of data transfer has to be ensured for all partners and locations within the non-linear business model. Countries providing best internet infrastructure, will have a clear business advantage.

(b) Data security and reliability has to be ensured within the non-linear business partner network.

The foundation of suitable business models and digital technologies lay the foundation for Industry 4.0 projects. The soft side of the business will be the remaining success factor being addressed in the next chapter.

13.4 Changing the Way We Interact

The biggest challenge to Industry 4.0 business networks is probably the new way we interact between all network partners. A simple supplier/buyer relationship will not exist anymore. Everybody will be connected to everybody in non-linear ways hard to control in all details. Data transfer and communication will open up and become more transparent. New ways of cooperation and different mind sets will be needed to work in Industry 4.0. If we want to enjoy full benefit of Industry 4.0 we should not get stuck by technology investment and setting up high-tech equipment only. We need to think about how to make it work for mutual benefit. How can we take maximum benefit out of these technologies for everybody involved? We need to change our mind set and we need to change the way we define our roles and responsibilities. In business a lot comes down to how we share profits in a non-linear Industry 4.0 network. A fully interconnected Industry 4.0 network is something like a superorganism. Superorganisms are made out of many single specialized individuals. The individual on its own cannot survive. Only if all individuals join together and fully align to the same goals, a fully operational superorganism can exist. You can see a human body as a superorganism, with all the specialized cells in various organs doing their job and being connected by nerves and blood. Only if all cells work closely together the human being can stay alive—the overall goal. The same applies for ant colonies. Ants actually exist already 400 millions of years on our planet, by the way much longer than human beings, and they have developed amazing social skills during that time. They act as eusocial superorganism (Hölldobler and Wilson 2010). It is a good model for how Industry 4.0 could work.

The new style of cooperation will be a sharing economy. Everything will be more transparent. Data will be exchanged quickly and continuously between different entities. We need high speed links and networks, where we can trust that the data are correct, safe and used in the best way to support our superorganism and not to cannibalize it. This needs the trust that profits are shared in a reasonable way and everybody, within that superorganism,
benefits for the better of the whole organism, without any egoistic extremists taking all the profits. We can see that some of these mind set changes are happening in society already. People get linked to each other by WhatsApp, WeChat and other social platforms. They exchange data about their life all the time. They get transparent to their groups. We see the Wikileaks and other media release information which was considered highly confidential in the past. Data storage and exchange also leads to disclosure of data and makes our world more transparent. In many cases this is for the better. How we handle that new transparency is up to us. We have to learn how to deal with the newly gained transparency in Industry 4.0 environments. There are many benefits for the superorganism, if we stay tolerant to each other, cooperating well and nobody is taking advantage on the cost of others. There is, on the other hand, also a big risk that data will be used to dominate others. If that happened, Industry 4.0 would fail. So it has to be taken care, that a “self regulation” takes place in that sense, that self-responsibility is focused on. Especially for this (e.g. data) transparency will be increasingly important for fair interaction between partners.
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